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Background
Source

 Hepatitis C (HC) is caused by exposure to blood ECDC
or body
fluids infected with the Hepatitis C Virus (HCV)
 HC is an asymptomatic ‘silent disease’ that, if left untreated,
can develop into a life‐threatening chronic infection and
cause irreversible liver damage (as cirrhosis or cancer)
 There are several genotypes of HCV, which respond
differently to treatment (1 is predominant in the EU)
 Although prevalence data are limited and vary a lot (from
0.3% in UK to 3% in Italy), HCV affects millions of people
throughout Europe
 Neither vaccination nor universal screening policy exist

Drug Treatment
Standard ‘double therapy’
Pegylated interferon + ribavirin (PR)
 Response varies from 45% (genotype 1 or 4) to 66‐
80% (genotype 2 or 3)
 Unfortunately, Interferon is often not well tolerated
because of side effects (anemia, neutropenia,
thrombocytopenia, thyroid dysfunction, etc.), so
many patients do not complete the course

Treatment framework
New class of therapeutic agents
Direct‐acting antiviral (DAA) agents
 act on targets inhibiting directly viral production
 Boceprevir (BOC) and Telaprevir (TEL) as first
examples
 BOC and TEL reach 63‐79% of SVR in combination
with peginterferon and ribavirin for adult chronic
patients with genotype 1 (naive or resistant)
 Major complication is still anemia due
to Interferon
Both
cost‐effective
(36–50 % of cases)
despite high prices

Treatment framework
Interferon‐free era
Direct‐acting antiviral (DAA) agents
 New therapies should be very effective (with SVR
rates over 90%) and lower side effects (without IFN)
HARVONI
sofosbuvir + ledipasvir

VIEKIRAX ombitasvir,
paritaprevir, ritonavir

OLYSIO
simeprevir

EXVIERA
dasabuvir

DAKLINZA
daclatasvir

and others are coming…

Interferon‐free era
Direct‐acting antiviral (DAA) agents

But what about prices?
All sky‐high

European FEEs on HC
including BOC and/or TEL
FEE

Patients

CUA
(UK)

pre‐
treated

TEL+PR vs PR
TEL+PR vs BOC+PR

Triple therapy with TEL (sponsor) is
cost‐effective and cost saving
compared to BOC

CEA and CUA
(Italy)

pre‐
treated

BOC+PR vs do nothing
TEL+PR vs do nothing
TEL+PR vs BOC+PR

Triple therapy is cost effective,
particularly with TEL (sponsor)

CEA and CUA
(UK)

naive

TEL+PR vs PR
TEL+PR vs BOC+PR

Triple therapy with TEL (sponsor) is
cost‐effective compared to dual
therapy and dominates BOC

CUA
(Spain)*

naive

BOC+PR vs PR
TEL+PR vs PR

Triple therapies with BOC and TEL are
cost effective

CEA and CUA
(Italy)

naive

BOC+PR vs PR
TEL+PR vs PR

Triple therapies with BOC and TEL are
cost‐effective (multiple sponsorship)

CUA
(Portugal)

both

BOC+PR vs PR

Triple therapy with BOC (sponsor) is
cost‐effective in pre‐treated and naive
patients

(*) Not sponsored

Alternatives

Conclusion

European FEEs on HC including BOC and/or TEL
 All studies based on modeling with a long‐term horizon,
using virtual cohorts simulating CT patients, which
hardly reflect the real epidemiology of the settings
analyzed
 All studies but one used treatment algorithms different
from the labels and were sponsored by companies…
 The probability of disease progression varied a lot from
one study to another

European FEEs on HC including BOC
and/or TEL (2)
• Half of the studies included a direct comparison,
although head‐to head CTs are lacking
• All studies recurred to very weak sources like
assumptions and expert panels to estimate resource
consumption; the Italian study even used the US prices
of BOC and TEL as unit costs…
 Sensitivity analyses highlighted drug prices, discount
rate, efficacy, and utility as the most influential variables

Policy implications
 Assuming that the new drugs are even more
effective and much safer, is this kind of FEEs really
useful for health authorities in a value‐based pricing
perspective?
 Will the whole budget impact of these combination
therapies be sustainable according to the prices
requested by companies?

An alternative proposal for pricing
1. Select subgroups to treat, trying to estimate the whole
number of patients who should be treated as early as
possible to prevent severe complications
2. Offer industry a sort of ‘block contract’, a budget estimated
from the real health care costs potentially avoided thanks
to these new therapies
3. Set an ‘average price per volume’ (i.e., the ratio between
the total budget and the number of patients to treat as a
target), in order to reflect the trade‐off between increasing
pharmaceutical costs and realistic inpatient savings for
health care services
4. Negotiation before, then competitive tendering in case of
‘gentlemen’s agreement’ failure…

Conclusion
 New technical solutions are needed for pricing
innovative and expensive therapies, in order to
make costs sustainable in a period of
unprecedented financial crisis for health care
services
 An alternative approach to set sustainable prices
could be based on real financial budgeting rather
than EEs open to authors’ discretion
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